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The SoftComp NoE
Soft matter plays an important role in nearly every aspect of our daily lives and soft matter research is a
driving force for a broad range of innovation fields. Despite its undisputed importance, the soft matter
research landscape used to be fragmented. Its various subfields were divided along the lines of different
materials such as surfactants, polymers, colloids, biomatter, etc., and along different disciplines such as
physics, chemistry, simulation sciences, chemical engineering and biology. In view of this unsatisfactory
situation, a number of leading soft matter groups in Europe decided to proactively work towards a change by
e.g. organizing regular workshops that covered the entire spectrum of soft matter science. To this end, the
instrument of Networks of Excellence (NoE) within the EU Framework Programme FP6 proved very useful
due to its similar objective namely stimulation of the integration of European research with the goal of
strengthening scientific and technological excellence in well-defined fields, in other words — bringing
together a critical mass of resources and expertise to provide leadership.
With the founding of the NoE SoftComp in the spring of 2004, the strategic integration of soft matter research
in Europe was brought to a new level aiming at the creation of a knowledge base for the intelligent design of
nano scale soft matter composites. A joint infrastructure was created enhancing the opportunities for each
partner far beyond their own laboratory capabilities. This infrastructure provided access to most advanced
synthesis, to state of the art experimental techniques as well as a joint computer cluster for simulation work.
The scientific work was organized according to main priorities, each bringing together at least two soft matter
fields and various disciplines. This endeavour was complemented by a focus on dissemination and the
training of the next generation of soft matter scientists. In due course, a number of further leading European
groups in the field joined the Network and various new European projects were initiated. The focus on
education and dissemination generated numerous schools, workshops and conferences. A special mention
is mandatory for the SoftComp Topical Meetings with topics of interest of scientists of different areas. The
major event was the first International Soft Matter Conference in Aachen, Germany, which attracted more
than 600 participants from all over the world. This great success stimulated a follow up conference to be held
in 2010 in Granada, Spain.
Looking back today, we are proud to say that the concept has developed extremely well: the integration
created additional value, not only for the SoftComp members, but also for soft matter research in general
and therefore for society. With the EU funding coming to a close, the SoftComp partners agreed to maintain
and finance the network for future activities. A Consortium Agreement with a strong focus on science was
signed ensuring the continuation of the SoftComp core activities at least until the end of 2012. We are
confident that also in the future major scientific results will emerge and that the joint activities will continue to
provide further insights.
Overview of general project objectives:
At the end of the last FP6 funding period SoftComp has reached a number of major achievements:
• SoftComp has established a well functioning community of Soft matter researchers both from
academia and industry
• SoftComp commands a well developed infrastructure providing state of the art experimental,
synthesis, computational and theoretical tools for the benefit of all participants
• SoftComp carries out an excellent dissemination programme with world class conferences and
workshops that are highly attractive far beyond the NoE
• SoftComp has a strong focus on educational activities with well known schools and labcourses that
are essential for the training of the next generation of SoftMatter scientists
• SoftComp has reached sustainability on the basis of self financing with a strong focus on scientific
excellence
Current relation to the state of the art:
International strategies related to the content of SoftComp fall in the categories of nano-science and
technology. In the US the nano-sciences have been bundled in the National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI)
with the flagships of 5 large scientific user facilities for interdisciplinary research at the nanoscale. These
Nanocenters focus on different aspects of nanoscale research but all address “soft nanoscience”, i.e.
macromolecular systems of synthetic and biological molecules, where multi-component systems display
emergent properties – “the whole is more than the sum of the parts” – such as self-healing, self-assembly,
self-replication, recognition, specific catalysis etc. The scientists within SoftComp with their combined
infrastructural platforms and scientific activities resemble very much the thrust of such nano-science centres.
In the 7th framework programme of the EU the area “nanotechnology and nanosciences, knowledge-based
multifunctional materials and new production processes and devices” (NMP) is one of the thematic priorities,
where again soft- and biomaterials are a focal point.
SoftComp is well placed within these worldwide strategies taking up important elements from nanoscience
and biophysical aspects and combining them to a new integrated approach spanning from synthetic
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macromolecules, to proteins and aspects of the cell physics. In SoftComp we study the physical principles
governing soft matter self-organization, function, and dynamics thereby moving towards systems with
increasing complexity incorporating synthetic as well as biological macromolecules, soft and hard
components as well as aspects of biological physics. This approach will clarify important aspects of the
physics of complex soft matter systems also with some relevance for biophysical problems.
Achievement of SoftComp
The SoftComp Network of Excellence started in June 2004, and lasted 66 months. The following information
gives some idea of the breadth, uptake and output of the programme.
Membership
Membership of SoftComp extends across Europe, covering twelve countries from the UK to Israel, and
involves scientists with a diverse disciplinary background (physics, chemistry, biology, computer science and
process engineering). 36 academic groups in 30 institutions are participating, including most of the main
European research teams working on soft matter. The Network also provides an opportunity for smaller
groups, often with specialised expertise but limited resources, to maximise their output. Six companies are
members, including major multinational organisations able to provide invaluable information on applications
and industrial process techniques, while benefiting from fundamental research carried out by academic
groups. SoftComp was financed by an EU grant until 30 November 2009. A new consortium agreement has
been set up for the SoftComp future, which foresees an annual fee from each participant. Only five
SoftComp partners have decided not to continue membership in the next phase, while new ones will be
joining. In the table below the evolution of the SoftComp partnership is reported.
Academic groups
Industrial group
Total

Start of EU grant
24
5
29

End of the EU grant
30
5
35

After the EU grant
27
4
31

Organisation and financing
During its 66-month lifetime, SoftComp received 6.200.000 € in funding. About 60 to 65 per cent of the
funding was allocated to SoftComp partners for activities. These activities included, for example, a focused
funding programme for strengthening the Research Platforms, with eight instruments and twelve joint
positions funded. The remainder was used to support the central budget. This covered administration and
communications costs such as the website, the dissemination and education programme, the Annual
Meeting, or exchanges of scientists and visits to research platforms. A gender fund was set up to help with
childcare costs for women going to conferences.
Durability
The SoftComp partners organized themselves in a Consortium after the end of the EU grant. The
Consortium is financed by annual fees paid by the partners to the Coordinator institution. The Coordinator
manages the Consortium for the Network Coordination Committee and the Network Governing Board.
Delivery
• Exchange of scientists: 51 scientists for a total of 2.371 days (6.5 years), on average 46.5 days per
exchange
• Visits to Research Platforms: 248 scientists for a total of 1.597 days (4.4 years), on average 6.4 days per
visit
• Samples exchanged between partners: 343
• SoftComp contributions to conferences (invited, oral, poster): 1.391
• Dissemination events supported (workshops, conferences, topical meetings): 40 with 5.300 participants
• Education events supported (schools, lab courses): 24 with 2.063 participants
• Total number of research papers: 1.173 (of which 210 publications are joint publications by two or more
SoftComp members)
• Papers published in leading journals:
Nature journals
15
Science
3
Phys. Rev. Lett.
100
Biophys. J.
38
Macromolecules
95
J. Phys. Chem. B
46
4
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Langmuir
J. Chem. Phys.

81
126

Connection with industry
It is the prime goal of SoftComp to create the knowledge necessary for a rational design of soft matter
composites. This knowledge must be shared with industrial scientists and actively transferred in order to
contribute to the creation of a knowledge based society. SoftComp has attracted an appreciable number of
industrial companies which displayed significant interest in the scientific work already in the first year
(Schlumberger, Unilever, Dow, Rhodia). The industry academia interrelation was also enhanced by an
International Advisory Board (IAB) with high level industrial participation (BASF, Schlumberger, Dow
Chemicals, Unilever).
Already in Year 1 one company (Unilever) launched a new scientific task relating to the phase and
permeability behaviour of the stratum corneum (outer skin) which was taken up with great interest by the
academic partners, and has blossomed in a long-term collaboration across Industry and Academia.
Furthermore in the course of the first year, Farfield Sensors, an SME, expressed interest to participate in the
SoftComp activities.
During Year 3, for the first time in the SoftComp history, an official Industrial Workshop was held. In line with
the expectations from the European Commission, a meeting was organised where bidirectional IndustryAcademia interactions could take place. The format of the meeting was such that each industrial partner
presented the company context, needs and desires in the area of soft matter composites. Each presentation
took, on average, twenty minutes per partner. After each partner’s presentation, there was a plenary
discussion of about fifteen minutes, with clarifying questions, suggestions and various sorts of interaction.
There was a general consensus in the NGB meeting that it was necessary to have an industrial workshop as
a recurring element in the SoftComp meetings.
During Year 4, the integration of industrial and academic scientists was achieved by industrial lectures in the
Network Area meetings and also by a business context discussion at the end of each Network Area session.
Here, the industrialists identified existing gaps in the work presented in order to bridge the academic results
with the industrial interests. The output of such discussions helped the preparation of the next 18 months
plan, with emphasis of business—science integration.
The role of the Industrial Liaisons Officers, in Year 5, has been refocused on the following main tasks:
- identify new broad areas for collaboration across Industry and Academia, and
- propose new and challenging interdisciplinary themes, which are business critical.
The Industrial SoftComp members from Rhodia, BASF, Unilever, have proposed and organised a selected
number of themed Round Table Discussions as integral part of the Annual General Meeting. These
discussions have been well attended and the session jointly organised by an Industrial and Academic
partner were especially lively and constructive. This successful formula sets the basis for exploring and
cementing collaborations where parties are engaging on strategic (long term) partnerships. It is our
recommendation that Round Table Discussions are continued in the future, and their format is improved so
to achieve the best participation from all parties. In out view, such Round Table Discussions offer the right
format for identifying new business critical and scientifically exciting areas of collaborations across Industry
and Academia, where the leading edge scientific advances can be turned into competitive business
advantage.
Strengthening scientific excellence
Research into soft matter requires diverse resources, including the skills required to create complex and
sometimes exotic materials, combined with a wide range of experimental equipment to characterise them. In
order to achieve a quantitative understanding at the deepest level, it is also essential to model the behaviour
of materials theoretically or numerically on a computer, or both. Individual research groups working on soft
matter often specialise in particular aspects. They may have developed a novel instrument or methodology
for measuring properties, or, if theorists, they may have a particular simulation method that can then be
applied to a wide range of problems. They may make new materials with model structures that are ideal for
testing fundamental properties predicted by theory, or for exploring attributes of commercial interest, or even
for validating the performance of commercial equipment. The SoftComp Network of Excellence has been
able to integrate all these activities by establishing three Research Platforms, through which scientists can
access the resources available in partner laboratories. These are:
• Synthesis
• Experimental techniques
• Theoretical and numerical methods
5
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The aim of this infrastructure is to strengthen research capabilities within the SoftComp community by
providing the means to ensure that the outcomes of research are fully optimised in an efficient and economic
way. Each platform is coordinated by a designated scientist, through whom research teams can make
appropriate arrangements for access to materials and equipment, as well as any necessary training.
Although research groups rely on their existing SoftComp funding arrangements to make use of the
Platforms, they can apply to the Network’s central budget if additional support is required.
The SoftComp partners signed a Memorandum of Understanding with general rules on the establishment of
these Research Platforms during the SoftComp year 2, and a Memorandum of Understanding for each
Platform for regulating the access to it. These rules have been then incorporated into the Consortium
Agreement of the SoftComp durable structure.
The Synthesis Platform
The Synthesis Research Platform has served as a central forum to organize and catalyze the exchange of
materials among all partners. As initially planned, the Platform leader played a role of coordinating the
exchange whenever needed, and to advise interested users on the potential partners who could fulfill their
needs, mainly in the framework of mutual interest, collaboration and relation with the SoftComp Programme
of Research.
This sample exchange programme turned out to be a big success already in the first year. With nearly 30
samples provided by the SoftComp Synthesis Platform to a variety of experimental groups within the NoE
during the first year, the original deliverable of 10 sample exchanges (D.A2.5) was vastly surpassed,
demonstrating the emerging importance of the network infrastructure.
During the second year, the Synthesis Platform reported not only a relevant number of sample exchanges,
but also the sample production was discussed and planned to serve at best the SoftComp scientific
community. A meeting in this respect was held in Athens, Greece, on March 20, 2006, where synthesis
scientists of the SoftComp met. Also in this case, the total number of samples exchanged within the Network
exceeded the expectation, with 74 samples were exchanged between partners, 64 of them concerning new
collaborations on the materials involved.
A further growth was observed during the third SoftComp year, with 105 samples exchanged, and a leveling
off, with 66 sample exchanges in the fourth year and 68 in the fifth. This apparent decrease in the last stage
was identified as a confirmation of the collaboration and the success in the experimental work, as indicated
by the results reported in the respective network areas.
An inventory of the samples available within the Network was elaborated in the first year and updated in the
fourth. The inventory was posted on the web for the SoftComp community (http://synthesis.eusoftcomp.net/research/synth) with a clear structure and identification of responsible persons for each group.
The Synthesis Research Platform will continue to assist all partners during the upcoming new stage of
SoftComp, which will basically comprise maintaining the structure that has worked perfectly during the fiveyear funding period.
The Experimental Platform
The equipments available at the SoftComp partners' laboratories formed the so-called Experimental
Research Platform, which included a wide range of experimental techniques and equipments able to cover
all the soft matter investigations needed by a soft matter scientist. The following experimental techniques
have been identified to describe the experimental infrastructure available in the SoftComp Network of
Excellence:
- Neutron scattering
- X-ray scattering
- Light scattering
- Spectroscopy
- Rheology
- Light Microscopy
- Electron Microscopy, with cryo techniques
The SoftComp web portal reports each experimental technique with the description of all the instruments
available and the contact persons. Moreover, each technique has a contact person available for the
SoftComp members to discuss experimental details for those scientists who are not familiar with that
technique. Within the SoftComp Network of Excellence each partner agreed to make their own instrument
available for the SoftComp partners and the scientists interested to perform an experimental at another
SoftComp laboratory could also apply for financial support under the Visits to Research Platforms. The
number of Research Visits granted is quite large: a total of 248 visits have been reported for an overall stay
of 1.597 days (6.4 years). During the project lifetime, the Focussed Funding programme was established
6
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with the aim to partially contribute to the purchase of experimental equipment and to the strengthening of the
Experimental Research Platform by financing joint positions. The SoftComp project allocated about 250.000
€ for supporting 10 different instruments, 382.000 € for 10 joint positions and 81.000 € for the SoftComp
computer cluster (see the Theory and Simulation Research Platform). The unique capabilities of the
SoftComp infrastructure and the supporting programme determined the success of the Experimental
Research Platform and played a major role in the success of the SoftComp Network of Excellence.
The Theory and Simulation Platform
In parallel to the experimental and the synthesis platforms, SoftComp also organized the efforts of the
member groups employing theoretical or numerical approaches into a research platform. Since theory and
simulation neither produces tangible materials for further investigation, as the synthesis platform does, nor
relies on specialized equipment only available in certain groups, as the experimental platform does, the
emphasis at the creation of the platform was on the sharing of expertise. The founding members consisted of
twelve groups, three of which were industrial ones. They contributed expertise in all relevant areas of soft
matter theory and simulation, ranging from self-consistent field theory or density functional theory to
molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo methods or finite element numerical techniques.
From the start, the theoretical efforts were involved in collaborative research projects within the network of
excellence and participated in the exchange of scientists also with groups from the experiment or synthesis
platforms.
In 2006 the theory & simulation platform participated in the focused funding program of the network. Eight
members (with a ninth one joining later) joined forces to realize a dedicated computer cluster for the theory &
simulation platform. Their financial contributions together with the support from the focused funding program
of the network enabled the platform to purchase a computer cluster comprised of 250 CPUs. However, this
venture would not have been possible without the support of the Jülich Supercomputer Center through a
collaborative project in which the JSC housed and administered this cluster to provide computer
infrastructure support for the SoftComp network. In a joint application by the JSC and the platform speaker it
was furthermore possible in 2008 to more than double the amount of CPU power of this cluster through an
application to the German D-Grid funding.

Two of the racks making up the SoftComp cluster at the JSC
in Jülich. The system consits of 125 compute notes with a
total of 500 cores, one file server and one login server. The
peak performance of this machine is 2.5 Tflops.

The SoftComp Theory and Simulation Research Platform established itself here as a possible nucleus of a
soft matter grid community in Europe. Creating such a structure would provide a big step forward in the
creation of a sustainable European research infrastructure in soft matter research.

Spreading the word
One of the roles of the SoftComp network is to disseminate knowledge of both techniques and results among
the partners and others, and to provide the means to support the training and education of research
students. This is implemented through a stimulating programme of conferences, combined with workshops,
7
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laboratory courses, schools, and inter-institute visits.
SoftComp programme
• Exchange visits
Through SoftComp, all researchers, from PhD students to senior scientists, have been encouraged to make
exchange visits with other partner laboratories, where they are given the opportunity to use specialised
equipment not available in their home laboratory, along with additional training. Academics with expertise on
specialised topics visit other institutions to give lecture courses to PhD students and postdocs.
Education
• Eurothesis programme
To train PhD students in working with various different types of soft-matter systems and techniques,
SoftComp set up the Eurothesis programme, whereby a student at one institution can spend at least six
months in the laboratory of another SoftComp group. In this way, students not only broaden their expertise
but also have the opportunity to experience a different research environment in another country.
• Schools and laboratory courses
Educational opportunities for students have also been made available through laboratory courses and
schools hosted by various partner institutions. These include a two-week spring school held each year at
Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany, covering advanced experimental techniques and applications, and
theoretical and computer simulation methods, at both an undergraduate and graduate-student level. More
specialised schools have included courses on neutron scattering, rheology and its application to different
soft-matter materials, nuclear magnetic resonance, and light-scattering techniques. “SoftComp contributes to
these activities, encouraging as many students as possible to take them up,” says SoftComp Educational
Officer, Peter Olmsted of the University of Leeds, UK.
Dissemination
• Conferences
The main scientific conference for SoftComp is the Jülich Soft Matter Days. This meeting is organised once
a year and brings together scientists, including researchers who are not necessarily SoftComp members,
working in all the soft-matter areas, including biophysics. More than 200 people regularly attend. In 2007, a
larger conference, the first International Soft Matter Conference, was held and was attended by more than
600 scientists. SoftComp plans to organise further similar conferences every three years. Once a year, all
members are invited to attend the SoftComp Annual Meeting, which for many young academics often offers
the first international platform for the presentation of their results.
• Workshops
Small focused workshops are regularly held that explore topics of mutual interest in two or more of the
network research areas within SoftComp. Industrial workshops are also held, where the industrial partners
can discuss scientific issues relevant to their R&D programmes with their academic colleagues, and in the
process strengthen academic-industrial contacts.
• The SoftComp Newsletter
SoftComp produced two newsletters per year, which contains articles written at a popular level on all aspects
of the SoftComp programme and subject areas, with special emphasis on applications. All past issues of the
newsletter can be accessed on the internet: www.eu-softcomp.net/news/news
• The SoftComp Brochure
SoftComp produced a popular brochure for the general public. A professional journalist took care of the texts
and professional designers took care of the graphic layout. The goal of the brochure is to explain to the
general public the role of soft matter for the society. The SoftComp brochure can be accessed on the
internet: http://www.eu-softcomp.net/news/brochure.
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SoftComp Scientific Achievements
The SoftComp scientific production of the 66 months of the EU grant is rather large and it cannot be included
the present report. For a detailed description of the scientific achievements please refer to the periodic
activity reports. Here below only few outstanding examples of the SoftComp scientific production are
highlighted.
Network Area 1

Binary mixtures of PMMA spheres carrying
opposite surface charges have been studied
with confocal microscopy by the University
Utrecht team (group: A. van Blaaderen). The
results obtained showed for the first time that a
colloidal mixture of oppositely charged particles
form equilibrium structures. Surprisingly these
mixtures form a wide variety of ionic colloidal
crystals, which have analogues in molecular salts.
The crystals observed can be exotic, for example
structures that have only been observed in metal
fullerides, and even completely new structures.
An example of such a structure (referred to LS8)
is seen in Figure 1. Calculations showed that,
contrary to ordinary salts, the stoichiometry of the
crystals is not dictated by the charge numbers on
the two types of particles, because the diffuse
double layer compensates for any charge
mismatch. This allows for many more structures,
some of which could have applications in for
example the fabrication of photonic crystals.
Two types of glasses in asymmetric binary
star mixtures.
Mixtures of large and small colloidal stars exhibit a
rich dynamic behaviour. At constant, high fraction
of large stars (in the glassy state: single glass of
large star), adding small star (depletant) at
different concentrations (
) induces glass
melting via depletion upon increasing the
small/large size ratio (q), and eventually yields a
re-entrant glass (double glass: both large and
small stars are vitrified), yielding a U-shape kinetic
diagram (see figures below, experimental-left and
theoretical-right). In other words, maintaining
constant q and increasing
one goes from a
glass to a liquid behaviour (depletion). Similarly, at
constant
and with increasing q, the system
undergoes a (single) glass to liquid to re-entrant
(double) glass transition.
Non-spherical systems
Compared to their spherical analogues, nonspherical colloidal systems have received less
attention. Yet, due to their shape, orientation and
packing behavior are important parameters which
influence their phase state, rheology and
response to external fields. Within NA1 a great
deal of progress has been made in three fronts:

Fig. 1: Fluorescently labeled PMMA particles of
opposite charge (red versus green) and schematic of
the crystal structure LS8.

Fig. 2: Glass line for a mixed system of small and large
stars as a function of composition in size ratio Q and
concentration of depletents (small stars)
.

Fig. 3: Novel metal nanoparticles of different shapes.
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synthesis of model non-spherical systems,
behavior and properties in particular related to
external
fields,
and
modelling/simulation
description of their performance.
The present highlight attempts at presenting
representative results, and in particular it shows:
New metallic nanoparticles of different shapes
(Vigo), Fig. 3;
Novel gels from oppositely charged rods (Jülich),
Fig. 4;
Aggregated ellipsoids at liquid interfaces
(K.U.Leuven), Fig. 5;
Sheared ellipsoids (K.U.Leuven), Fig. 6.

Fig. 4: Flocculation of oppositely charged PEG-grafted
fd-viruses. At low concentration of added salt, flocs are
formed (left image).

Fig. 5: Self-assembled network of ellipsoids at the
water/oil interface

Fig. 6: Shered ellipsoids in velocity-gradient plane,
forming local packing (right) in flow direction (arrow)
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Mesoscopic simulations
Multi-particle collision dynamics (MPC) for
modeling the rheology of viscoelastic fluids. This
algorithm consists of alternating streaming and
collision steps while consving mass, momentum
and energy , so that hydrodynamic behaviour
emerges naturally on larger length scales. We
show in Figure 7 a typical example for the loss
modulus of the simplest viscoelastic fluid, a
dumbbell. (FZJ-Gompper)
Responsive Particle Dynamics (RPD). This coarse
grained model was developed in order to
investigate the slow dynamics of soft matter. It
has been already applied to describe the
viscoelastic properties of linear polymers and
synthetic resins of the core-shell type with
remarkable success. (Univ.Twente)
Simulations of glassy dynamics in suspensions of
monodisperse hard ellipsoids. In equilibrium,
almost spherical ellipsoids show a first order
transition from an isotropic phase to a rotator
phase. At high volume fractions, a two-step
relaxation in positional and orientational
correlators and super-Arrhenius slowing down of
diffusion are found. (Univ.Mainz)
Nonlinear rheological phenomena
Slip and yielding in glassy suspensions. To
explore the shear melting of glassy suspensions
we developed novel experimental techniques
(rheo-microscopy). We found a connection
between slip (slip or sticky yielding) and bulk yield
stress. The treatment of the shear surface and
particles also affected these critical stresses.
(Univ.Edinburgh,
ESPCI,
CNRS-Bordeaux,
FORTH and FORTH)
Vorticity banding in rod-like colloids. Our rheooptical experiments on vorticity banding of fd-virus
suspensions indicated that within part of the
isotropic-nematic two-phase region vorticity
banding occurred (Fig. 8). In the quasi-stationary
state, regularly stacked bands along the vorticity
direction
were
formed.
Particle-tracking
experiments revealed the internal rolling motion of
the bands. We conjectured that this rolling motion
is the result of normal stresses that are generated
by the inhomogeneities in the initial stages of
isotropic-nematic demixing. (FZJ-Dhont)

Fig. 7: Viscoelastic loss modulus G'' from MPC as
function of oscillation frequency w for dumbbells with
various spring constants (different colors). The dashed
lines are fits to the Maxwell model. Good comparison
with results from kinetic theory of dumbbells in solution
is also obtained.

Fig. 8: Left : The formation of vorticity bands right after
a shear-rate quench. The numbers refer to minutes
after the shear-rate quench. Right: The band height, as
obtained from a Fourier analysis of images as given on
the left, as a function of time. In the first 10 minutes
after the quench, inhomoge-neities are formed through
demixing and stretched, after which band formation
occurs.

Particles at interfaces
Evanescent-wave
dynamic
light
scattering
(EWDLS) techniques: They were developed for
studying dynamics near solid walls, and recently
extended to resolve fluid velocities near walls in
flowing suspensions (FZJ-Dhont and FORTH),
Figure 9.
Fluid interfaces: Techniques for probing structure
(microscopy, scattering) and rheology (moving
magnetic needle) were developed. A combination
of Langmuir troughs with shearing devices
11
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allowed
probing
deformation
of
particle
monolayers with applications in yielding of particle
gels. Recently, a new, more robust and versatile
instrumentation for two-dimensional rheology, the
double-wall-ring geometry was developed. In the
same direction, optical tweezing and microfluidics
were used to probe two-dimensional structure in
colloidal systems (K.U.Leuven, Oxfords, CNRSMontpellier and Edinburgh).

Fig. 9: Experimental set-up for flow (top)-EWDLS
(bottom) measurement.

Fig. 10: Glass formation in confinement by tweezing
particles: example of the particle trajectories; the red
trajectories correspond to slow, jammed particles.
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Network Area 2
Fusion of Wormlike Micelles under Shear Flow
Figure 11 displays a microscopic view on a new
mechanism of fusion of two wormlike micelles
under shear flow. The results were obtained by
computer simulation and shed some light on the
mechanism behind the strong shear thinning
behaviour of such systems which are important
candidate materials to be employed in tertiary oil
recovery. The right picture shows two entangled
worm like micelles hindering each other to flow.
Under shear stress the micelles gradually merge
and are transformed into an H shaped structures
where the two different wormlike micelles have
fully merged. In this state the entanglement effect
is removed and the system flows easily
(Twente/Schlumberger).
Fig. 11: Entangling and merging wormlike micelles under
shear.

Phase Separation in Mixtures of Lipids and
Cholesterol
Figure 12 shows the phase separation in giant
micelles containing a mixture of two lipids and
cholesterol
(sphingomeylin/Cholesterol/
DOPC). Such mixtures are biomimetic models for
multicomponent biological membranes. The
different phases are made visible by
fluorescence markers through fluorescence
microscopy. Taken at different compositions the
results allow the determination of the phase
diagram shown at the bottom of Figure 12 (Inst.
Curie/CNRS Bordeaux).

Fig. 12: Phase separation in giant vesicles. (a) Large
domains are seen in fluorescence microscopy. (b)
Obtained phase diagram.

Red blood cells in capillary flow.
Figure 13 shows snapshots of typical shapes of
red blood cells in capillary flow. For small flow
velocities, the red blood cells assumes its
characteristic discocyte shape. However, at
higher flow velocities, a transition to a parachute
shape has been predicted on the basis of
molecular dynamics simulations with a new
hybrid model, which combines a particle-based
mesoscopic simulation technique for the solvent
with a dynamically-triangulated surface model for
the membrane. The parachute shape owes its
stability in flow to the composite nature of the
red-blood-cell membrane, which consists of a
spectrin polymer network anchored to a lipid
bilayer. It is very important to understand the
effect of membrane elasticity on the flow
13
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behaviour, because the reduced deformability of
red blood cells in diseases such as diabetes
mellitus and sickle cell anemia is responsible for
the increase of the apparent blood viscosity and
blocking of micro-vascular flows (FZ Jülich,
Gompper group).

Fig. 13: Red blood cells in capillary flow, above low flow
below higher flow.

Double transient network in entangled
wormlike micelles bridged by telechelic
polymers .
The linear viscoelasticity of a new type of
transient network --- bridged wormlike micelles --has been surveyed by the group at the University
of Montpellier. This composite material is
obtained by adding telechelic copolymers (watersoluble chains with hydrophobic stickers at each
extremity) to a solution of entangled wormlike
micelles (WM). The structure of such networks
has
been
characterized
recently.
For
comparison, naked WM and WM decorated by
amphiphilic copolymers are also investigated.
While these latter systems exhibit almost the
same single ideal Maxwell behavior, it is found
that solutions of bridged WM can be described as
blends of two Maxwell-fluid components,
characterized by two markedly different
characteristic times, tfast and tslow, and two elastic
moduli, Gfast and Gslow, with Gfast >> Gslow. It is
shown that the slow mode is related to the
viscoelasticity of the transient network of
entangled WM, and the fast mode to the network
of telechelic active chains (i.e. chains that do not
form loops but bridge two micelles). The
dependence of the viscoelasticity with the
surfactant concentration, f , and the sticker-tosurfactant molar ratio, b, has been studied in
detail. In particular, it has been shown that Gfast is
proportional to the number of active chains in the
material, fb. Simple theoretical expectations allow
then to evaluate the bridges/loops ratio for the
telechelic polymers.

Fig. 14: Sketch of the structure of the double transient
network formed by addition of telechelic polymers (green)
to a solution of entangled wormlike micelles (grey) in the
one-phase region of the phase diagram, as inferred from
structural investigations.

Simulating the Transport Properties of the
Stratum Corneum.
The stratum corneum, the top-most layer of the
skin, has been simulated using a ceramide-2
bilayer as a model system. In order to
understand the transport of molecules across this
layer,
which
has
important
practical
consequences, the energy profile of pore
formation in such a bilayer in water has been
calculated by applying a mechanical constraint to
the lipid density in the centre of the bilayer. The
14
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simulations reveal that, because of the high
rigidity of the ceramide chains, the resulting small
hydrophobic pores are not filled with water, but
instead remain void (Fig. 15). A simple
thermodynamic analysis, based on the relevant
surface tensions, confirms that water will only
enter the pore once a critical radius, proportional
to the membrane thickness, has been surpassed.
The permeability barrier of the membrane is thus
effectively increased.

We have tested how a ‘classical’ penetration
enhancer would modify the baseline structure
properties of the ceramide bilayer. Preliminary
results of membranes in an aqueous solvent
containing a classic penetration enhancer,
shows that the added component molecules
tend to form a thin protective layer covering the
previously exposed tails in the interior of the
pore, as well as making the membrane more
flexible. These effects promote the formation of
a water-filled hydrophilic pore, and hence
facilitate the transport of molecules (e.g.
benefit agents) across the membrane. This is a
first step towards a better understanding of the
surprising permeation properties of the skin.
(Unilever and University of Twente)
Toxin-induced invaginations
Pathogens have developed many strategies to
enter into cells. This is the case for bacteria
secreting toxins, such as the Shiga toxin, which
can penetrate in cells using non-conventional
pathways. In vivo, long tubular structures are
observed when cells, depleted in ATP, are in
contact with Shiga toxins. Similar invaginations
have been reproduced using giant unilamellar
vesicles (GUVs) containing the toxin lipid
receptors. We have shown that if the
membrane tension is low, tubular invaginations
are observed on the membrane, whereas for
higher tension, toxin clustering is detected but
tension inhibits membrane deformation. We
have proposed that these toxins can induce a
reorganization of lipids and a compression of
the external leaflet of the bilayer, creating thus
a negative spontaneous curvature. This cargoinduced deformation can represent a new type
of endocytosis. (Inst. Curie)

Fig. 15: Effect of the constraint on ceramide bilayer. For
each constraint value, a section of the bilayer and a topview are displayed showing the presence of void of
increasing size in the bilayer.

Fig. 16: Interaction of Shiga Toxin with membranes
containing their lipid receptor Gb3. Tubular invaginations
form when Shiga toxin (red) interacts with its lipid receptor
Gb3 either in vivo (from W. Römer and L. Johannes,
Curie Institute) or in vitro with GUV containing Gb3.
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Low Soot Emissions with MicroemulsionFuels
(Wulff, Belkoura, Sottmann, Strey -- Cologne)
Soot emissions from diesel engines can be
reduced considerably by adding water (and
surfactant) to diesel fuels. In this new approach
water-fuel-microemulsions are developed, which
are thermodynamically stable. An important
criterion for a microemulsion to be used as fuel
is that the one-phase region extends over a
wide temperature range. Mixtures of ionic and
non-ionic surfactants, which exhibit almost
temperature-invariant phase behaviour at
optimal composition, are suitable to meet these
standards. Extensive combustion investigations
on the engine test benches showed that soot
emissions were lowered by more than 70%
upon
the
application
of
water-diesel
microemulsions.
Interestingly
the
NOxparticulate matter trade-off is avoided, i.e.
nitrogen oxide emissions are also lowered
significantly. The surfactants used for the
formation of the microemulsion are oxidised
species, which decrease the soot formation
further.

Interaction of Synaptic Vesicle with Model
Lipid Membranes
(Sajal Kumar Gosh, Sebastian Aeffner, Simon
Castorph, Britta Weinhausen, Tobias Reusch,
Tim Salditt -- Goettingen)
Synaptic vesicles (SVs) are trafficking
organelles in the presynaptic nerve terminals
responsible for transport and release of
neurotransmitters into the synaptic cleft. The
adhesion and fusion of these vesicles with the
plasma membranes are essential steps of the
SNARE mediated and Ca2 + dependent
exocytosis process. For a detailed and high
resolution structural analysis of this process, we
have performed (i) a synchrotron small-angle Xray (SAXS) study (data not show) on pure SV
suspensions in buffer and (ii) an advanced
interface sensitive X-ray scattering experiment
on a system where the inner leaflet of the
synaptic membrane has been modeled by a
controlled lipid monolayer at the air-water
interface. The measurements show the
interaction of SVs with a lipid model system of
controlled composition. This interaction is
manifested by the structural changes of the
monolayer induced by the adhering SVs. The
results suggest a significant role of the anionic
lipid phosphatidylinositol-4,5-biphosphate (PIP2
) in this interaction. The SV-associated protein
synaptotagmin is assigned to bind the PIP2-rich
microdomains to explain the observed results.

Fig. 17: Schematic of the bilayer with inserted protein in
the PIP2-rich microdomain.
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Network Area 4

Confinement
effects
in
dynamically
asymmetric polymer blends
Figure 18 presents a snapshot of a polymer
blend, where the dynamics of the component
with a low glass transition temperature (Tg) (red)
is dynamically confined by the frozen matrix of a
high Tg component. This schematic picture
visualizes an experimental result, where for the
first time such confinement effects were
observed directly by neutron scattering and also
by computer simulation. These results may be
important for a design of new plastisizers which
would serve their main purpose without
weakening the material (San Sebastian/Jülich).

Constraint release by contour length
fluctuations.
The tube concept by now dominates the
approaches for an understanding of linear and
nonlinear rheology of branched polymers. In this
concept, contour length fluctuations of a polymer
chain in the tube as well as constrained released
processes are the important ingredients of these
theories. The figure displays schematically both
processes: chain end fluctuations lead to a
shortening of the effective tube length while the
dissolving of entanglements allows lateral chain
motions beyond the initial tube constraints (FZ
Jülich, Richter group/Univ. Leeds). Using neutron
spin echo spectroscopy it has been shown on a
molecular level that constrained release is also
created by contour length fluctuations. A novel
process which has not been considered so far by
these tube theories (see Fig. 19).

Fig. 18: Snapshot of the confinement effect within a
miscible polymer blend of components with very different
glass transition temperatures Tg (red: low Tg; blue: high
Tg).

Fig. 19: Schematic presentation of the CLF and CR
mechanisms: chain and end fluctuations lead to a
shortening of the effective tube length while the
dissolving of entanglements allow chain motions beyond
the initial tube constraints.

Dynamics of CIS-Polyisoprene in SelfAssembled Nano-Structured Phases As an
extension of the work carried out 1n polymer
blends with dynamical asymmetry, we have
started to investigate dynamics in self-structured
systems where nano-confined phases emerge.
Nowadays it is well known that different complex
nanostructures can be obtained by self-assembly
using
diblock-copolymers
of
different
components, molecular weight and composition.
However, how the dynamics of the copolymer
components is modified by the nano-confinement
in the segregated phases is still poorly
understood.
Here, the effect of nanoscopic confinement on
local and global polymer dynamics has been
studied by broadband dielectric spectroscopy

Fig. 20: Diblock copolymer
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Fig. 21: Small angle X-ray Scattering

50 Å

Fig. 22: Hexagonal Cylinders

Fig. 23a: cis-PI Dynamics by Broadband Dielectric
Spectroscopy - Segmental and global scales

Confined
ε ''(ω )/fPI

(BDS). As a template for the confinement
spherical and cylindrical micelles, spontaneously
formed by self-assembly of highly asymmetric
(composition of one of the components of 18%)
poly(isoprene)-poly(dimethyl
siloxane)
(PIPDMS) diblock copolymers, were chosen. The
minority component, PI, which forms the core,
displays a dipole moment normal and parallel to
the polymer backbone allowing both the global
dynamics (normal mode) and local segmental
relaxation
(a-process)
to
be
observed
simultaneously rendering possible a comparable
study over a large dynamical range in an
extended temperature range of 223 – 323 K.
However, it is worthy of remark that the
experimental observation of both relaxation
processes of PI in the system was a difficult task
pushing the dielectric techniques to the limit of
the resolution, taking into account the low
concentration of PI and the dielectric strength. In
addition to the dielectric measurements,
temperature modulated scanning calorimetry
investigation was carried out yielding information
about glass transition and crystallization
behaviour. The structure was analyzed by small
angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). This work is a
good example of collaborative research between
two SoftComp partners (Univ. Pais Vasco, San
Sebastian and FZJ-Richter, Jülich), involving
well-controlled chemical synthesis, and very
different experimental techniques with different
expertise required.
The results show that for low molecular weight of
PI (4300 gram/mol), cylinders (radius of about
5nm) in a hexagonal lattice were formed. At
higher molecular weights we observe spherical
structures with a radius in between 10-13 nm.
Dielectric spectroscopy showed that the
dynamics of PI is considerably faster and broader
in the micellar cores compared to normal bulk
behaviour. Surprisingly, this concerned both the
local segmental a-relaxation and the global chain
orientation dynamics indicating that the dynamics
is modified over a wide spatial scale. Theoretical
interpretation is in progress. We speculate that
this behaviour is induced by the interfacial
dynamics between the two blocks. However this
hypothesis needs to be further verified by
neutron spin echo measurements and likely by
molecular dynamics simulations on coarse-grain
models.

0.01

Bulk

10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105 106

frequency [Hz]

Fig. 23b: cis-PI Dynamics by Broadband Dielectric
Spectroscopy - Both scales strongly affected - interface
fluctuations?
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Mesoscopic simulations
Multi-particle collision dynamics (MPC) for
modeling the rheology of viscoelastic fluids. This
algorithm consists of alternating streaming and
collision steps while consving mass, momentum
and energy , so that hydrodynamic behaviour
emerges naturally on larger length scales. We
show in Figure 24 a typical example for the loss
modulus of the simplest viscoelastic fluid, a
dumbbell. (FZJ-Gompper).
Responsive Particle Dynamics (RPD). This
coarse grained model was developed in order to
investigate the slow dynamics of soft matter. It
has been already applied to describe the
viscoelastic properties of linear polymers and
synthetic resins of the core-shell type with
remarkable success. (Univ.Twente and FORTH)
Simulations of glassy dynamics in suspensions
of monodisperse hard ellipsoids. In equilibrium,
almost spherical ellipsoids show a first order
transition from an isotropic phase to a rotator
phase. At high volume fractions, a two-step
relaxation in positional and orientational
correlators and super-Arrhenius slowing down of
diffusion are found. (Univ.Mainz).
Polypeptide/synthetic graft copolymers
Hybrid
peptide-synthetic
copolymers
are
interesting
materials
that
combine
the
functionality
and
structural
diversity
of
polypeptides with the self-assembling ability of
graft and block copolymers. We developed graft
copolymers based on a water-soluble poly(N,Ndimethylacrylamide) (DMAM) backbone and
having poly(L-Lysine) (PLL) grafts. The resulting
copolymers exhibit very interesting stimuli
responsive
behaviour
related
to
the
conformational transitions of PLL grafts (random
coil, α-helix, ß-strand). At pH lower than the pKa,
of PLL (i.e. pH < 10.5) the grafts are in the coil
conformation and the copolymer is perfectly
soluble in aqueous solvents. At pH > pKa the PLL
grafts adopt the α-helix conformation without any
significant change in the properties of the
solution. However a slight increase in
temperature
(T > 40°C)
induces
ß-sheet
formation and gelation of the system. At this high
pH the α-helix-to-ß-sheet transition is irreversible,
the system remains in the gel state after
decreasing temperature. Such gels are
insensitive to the ionic strength but they melt
after decreasing pH below pKa. The sol-gel
transition can be repeated several times by
applying the pH-temperature cycle. (ESPCI)

Fig. 24: Viscoelastic loss modulus G'' from MPC as
function of oscillation frequency w for dumbbells with
various spring constants (different colors). The dashed
lines are fits to the Maxwell model. Good comparison
with results from kinetic theory of dumbbells in solution
is also obtained

Fig. 25: Schematic representation of the behaviour of
hybrid copolymers based on PDMAM backbone and
PLL grafts.
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Microscopic
observation
of
structural
relaxation
in
systems
with
tunable
nanoconfinement and dynamic asymmetry
We have exploited the selectivity of neutron
scattering combined with isotopic substitution to
study the structure and dynamics of poly(n-alkyl
methacrylates).
Our
diffraction
results
unambiguously prove the nanosegregated
structure suggested from previous X-rays
studies. Thereby, these findings support the
scenario
of
self-confinement
of
alkyl
nanodomains by the more rigid main chains (Fig.
26). On the other hand, our neutron spin echo
(NSE) investigation has revealed the following
behaviour: On the one hand, the structural
relaxation of the 'confining matrix' is standard,
since (i) the results at different temperatures
collapse into a single master curve when the
timescale is scaled with the viscosity
temperature dependence and (ii) the functional
form can be described by a stretched
exponential (Fig. 26, left). The same functional
form describes very nicely the dynamic structure
factor at the peak revealing the correlations
within the confined alkyl subsystem for PEMA.
However, a qualitatively different relaxation
pattern is revealed for these correlations in the
higher order members PBMA and PHMA: their
decay is nearly perfectly logarithmic (Figure,
right, for PBMA). We attribute this behaviour to
the high dynamic asymmetry present in PBMA
and PHMA: the matrices relax almost two orders
of magnitude more slowly than the confined alkyl
side groups. The measurements were performed
at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL, Grenoble) in
collaboration between the groups of San
Sebastian (Univ. Basque Country), Montpellier
(CNRS) and (FZJ-Richter).
Polymer dynamics under confinement
The dynamics of polymer under confinement
raises interest because several reasons. E.g. the
so-called “corset”-effect that postulates a
significant shrinking of
the virtual tube of
reptating chains due to the mesoscale
confinement. Other studies based on the
observation of flow of polymers into pores
conclude a loss of entanglement density due to
confinement. In any case the dynamics and
rheological properties of polymers on the
nanoscale determine the macroscopic properties
of nanocomposites, filled polymer systems or the
behaviour of nanostructured polymeric device
components. Here the single chain dynamics of
PEO well beyond the entanglement limit has
been investigated in 40nm diameter oriented
alumina pores and compared to the bulk polymer

Fig. 26: Center: diffraction patterns of PEMA (number of
alkyl carbons n=2), PBMA (n=4) and PHMA (n=6). Left:
Master curve built with the NSE data of PBMA at
different temperatures obtained at the low-Q peak
(confining matrix correlations); the times have been
scaled with the mechanical temperature dependence.
Solid line is a fit to a stretched exponential. Right: NSE
results on PBMA at 1.3Å-1 (correlations within the alkyl
nanodomains). Lines are fits to logarithmic decays.

Fig. 27: Neutron spin-echo scans showing he single
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scattering function. The NSE data have been
measured at the JCNS outstation at the FRM-II
reactor in Garching. Fig. 27 shows the
comparison of the confined polymer data with the
bulk results. Immediately it can be concluded that
a “corset”-effect with a much smaller tube
diameter can definitively be excluded. Also a
significant extension of the tube is not observed.
The most striking difference induced by the
confinement is a retardation of the dynamics at
intermediate times. Similar effects are predicted
for polymers that absorb on confining surfaces.
The investigation was a collaboration of the FZJ
(Krutyeva),
the
CSIC-UPV/EHU
(Arbe,
Colmenero) and CSIC-Madrid (Martin,Mijangos)
responsible for the making of the alumina
substrates.

Tube Deformation in Polymer Melts from
Microscopic SANS Investigations
Non-linear relaxation processes of a modelhyperbranched polymer, dispersed in linear
matrices were investigated by SANS after a fast
step strain with quench. Depending on the
equilibration time of the matrix the anisotropy
along both principal strain axes differs strongly
(Fig. 28). The equilibration time and invoked
constraint release events determine the size of
chain fluctuations as well as their deformation
dependence. In the case of strongly retarded
linear chains compared to the denrdrimeric arm,
affine deformation is detected from the lozengic
shape unlike in competitively relaxing linears.
Whereas previously in networks this behaviour
was assigned to the presence of free ends, in the
underlying blends it can only be due to the
deformation of the topology length scale. This
process is invisible if tube fluctuations occur
simultaneously and should contribute to a
quantitative description of the dynamic modulus.
The measurements were performed at GKSS
(HZ Geesthacht) in collaboration with the groups
of Athens, Crete and Louvain-La-Neuve.

chain structure factor from 28 kg/mole PEO, solid
symbols: absorbed in the pores, open symbols: bulk
polymer melt at T=400K. The direction of the
momentum transfer vector Q was nearly perpendicular
to the cylindrical pore axis. The solid line is the
prediction of the de Gennes expression for reptation
with parameters of high molecular weight PEO.

Fig. 28: Anisotropy development of dendrimer/linear
blends after step strain in the small-to-intermediate qrange, covering the radfus of gyration and tube
diameter. From top to bottom the outer arm relaxation
regime progresses. From left to right the dynamics of
the linear embedding chain is competitive resp. virtually
non-contributiing to the overall relaxation of the outer
arm generation
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